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THE ULTIMATE SOUTHERN NEVADA TRAVEL GUIDE

LEGAL DISCLAIMER: I am not a certified travel guide, just a woman
who happens to live in Las Vegas and wants to share what she loves so
much about the city and Nevada.

The content of this guide is based solely on my personal experience. If
some things are missing, it's because I probably haven't been there or
done it. I'm still exploring this new home of mine.

I do not pretend to know better than anybody who has visited Las Vegas
or Nevada, and definitely not better than locals who have lived there for
much longer than I have.

If you disagree with some of the things written in this guide, please
understand that everybody has different experiences, points of view,
and opinions.

English is not my first language, so some sentences might come across
as incorrect or unclear. Do not hesitate to nicely let me know when that
happens so I can fix it.

This e-book will not contain gambling information or tips. If you have
gambling problems, please contact the

Problem Gamblers Helpline at

1-800-522-4700.
Romane Drake will not be held accountable for any misunderstanding,
outdated information, or bad experience for any activity or trip based on
this guide.

With that being said, I hope you find this guide informative and
entertaining and that you will put it to good use.
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You have always wanted to go to Las Vegas for all the fun, casinos,
concerts, and just to see what all the fuss is about, but you never
actually made time nor saved the money for it because you are a big
fan of the Great Outdoors and don’t want to spend all your savings on
Sin City? I got you.

This travel guide e-book to Las Vegas and Southern Nevada is made for
you! I will share with you my favorite things to do and see in the city, as
well as in the desert, and I will even carry a little bit of California and
Utah, all within driving distance from Vegas. And the best part? It's

FREE.
With this guide, I hope to break all the misconceptions you may have
about the famous city of Las Vegas.

YES. You heard me. Misconceptions. Because Nevada is not only Las
Vegas. And Las Vegas is not only about gambling, casinos, and clubs.
So let me show you that part of Vegas that you have never heard of and
watch me convince you to come to visit asap!

All the places shown in this e-book are between 20 minutes to 3 hours
from Sin City. Enjoy!

But first things first, I feel like a little introduction about myself and my
Vegas story is needed.

Hi, I’m Romane - but you can call me Rome -, I’m French, born and raised
in the vineyard. I first moved to Las Vegas in early 2020 right before the
pandemic hit because I was doing an internship in digital marketing here
and moved in with my then fiancé. After several trips between France
and the U.S getting my things in order and figuring out
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my visa situation, I officially and permanently moved here in June of 2021
and married my fiancé in August of the same year. Now, I teach others
how to move abroad, explore our wildlife, live their most extraordinary
life and I am passionate about showing the hidden side of Nevada,
beyond the big city.

Now that you know the basics, let’s get into it!
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When you think of Las Vegas, the very first thing that comes to your mind
is probably the Strip - probably even when you think of Nevada itself -.
This portion of the Las Vegas boulevard is what gives the city its
nickname “Sin City”. Believe it or not, though, Vegas is a very familyoriented city. A lot of families with very young kids move there from all
around the country, and many tourists come as a family as well.

I could not write this e-book without covering the Strip, even though it’s
definitely not my favorite part of Las Vegas, it’s still something to
absolutely do and a place I always take family and friends to when they
visit.

General tips

First of all, I recommend staying a minimum of 2 days on the Strip - 3
days would even be ideal - because there is a LOT to do.

Second, PLEASE pack

comfortable walking shoes, as you will easily

walk 6 to 7 miles a day. The Strip is very accessible for pedestrians,
however, it does take a lot of extra steps to hit the crosswalks,
pedestrian bridges and sometimes you will even have to get inside a
casino or a hotel to be able to cross the street - between the Bellagio
and Caesar’s Palace for instance -.

Best time to visit: anytime but summer. You probably know that Vegas
gets crazy hot during the summer - May through the end of September and it can be physically difficult, even dangerous, to walk for hours on
the Strip during this time of year.
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Here’s how this Strip guide is gonna go. I’m going to divide it into 2 days,
and start it at the Luxor Hotel, ending at Fashion Show Mall - see map
below -

Map retrieved from https://www.vegasunzipped.com/las-vegas-maps/

Day 1: From Luxor Hotel to Bellagio
Las Vegas Sign

Okay, I’m actually not really going to start
with the Luxor, but hear me out. If you
have a car - and to be honest, you
should, because even if the Strip can be
visited by walking, the rest of Las Vegas
is not easily accessible without a car, and
public transportation is not good - you
can go to the Las Vegas Sign and take
pictures. As cliché as it is, it’s always fun
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to look back on pictures from your trips at famous spots, and let’s face
it, Vegas itself is a cliché!

Don’t forget to bring a hat and water, because you will be waiting in line
for at least 20 minutes, but it can take up to an hour and a half on peak
days/hours! Be patient, and be nice, because everybody waited in line
for their pictures so they will take their time to get the perfect shot, and
you shouldn’t hesitate to either, so no pressure!

Luxor Hotel & Casino

Luxor hotel is one of my favorites because the Egyptian theme is just so
beautiful! On the outside, you can see this Sphinx with the famous
pyramid behind it.
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On the inside though, Luxor hosts my absolute favorite thing on the Strip.
Hear me out: The Titanic Artifacts Exhibit. Behind a huge Titanic fan, you
can think I’m biased, but that’s not the case. It’s one of the most visited
exhibits in the city, and all the people I went with or recommended it to
LOVED it.

The exhibit hosts hundreds of artifacts recovered from the wreckage.
You can see letters, pieces of clothes, an unopened and unbroken
champagne bottle, a replica of the grand staircase, dozens of
passenger stories, a huge piece of Titanic’s hull, and so much more.
When you enter, they also give you a boarding pass with the name and
story of a passenger, and you find out at the end of the exhibit if they
survived the sinking.

How to access: when you enter Luxor casino from the main entrance
- Las Vegas Boulevard side - take the stairs on the right and it will be on
the second floor.
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Prices

General admission

$32

$30
Locals $29
Military $25
Children $24
Senior

Children under 3

$0

Excalibur

Excalibur hotel is really best seen from the outside, on your way from
Luxor to New York - New York. It is a great place to take pictures and it
looks like a children's playground. It’s probably the most recognizable
hotel on the Strip.

New York - New York

Now, this hotel deserves to be seen both from the inside and from the
outside. They recreated a little typical neighborhood inside the casino,
in which you can wander around, eat some pizza by the slice and have a
drink. The casino also has a big Hershey and Reese's store inside.

On the outside of New York - New York, you can find a replica of the
Brooklin Bridge and NYC-inspired buildings.

On your way up the Strip, I recommend eating a bite at Eataly, as it’s
quick, good, and if you’re traveling with a group - family, friends, or
travel group - then everybody will find something they like. But if where
you are from doesn’t have Shake Shack, then you definitely should try it
out! It’s right there as well.
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Aria, Waldorf Astoria,…

If you can afford anything in the shops there, GOOD FOR YOU! If not, I
just like to walk through these hotels because they are super modern on
the outside and luxurious on the inside - Versace, Gucci, Prada, Yves
Saint Laurent, etc -

I do recommend eating at Bardot Brasserie inside the Aria. It’s a little
pricey but the French experience is really nice - and I know my French -.
Carbone is an Italian restaurant located in front of Bardot Brasserie that
is also popular and apparently really good. I haven’t been there, though.

Cosmopolitan

Because I live in Las Vegas, I have never stayed in a hotel there, but from
what I have seen and heard, Cosmopolitan is the place to be! They have
really modern rooms, high-quality service and a view you can’t beat. The
rooms have balconies and if you’re on the right side, you will have the
perfect view of the Eiffel Tower, the Bellagio fountains, and Caesar’s
Palace. Inside the casino, there is a huge chandelier that is also worth
taking a look at!

Bellagio

The Bellagio is one of my favorite hotels on the strip. I haven’t been in a
room there but I love their Conservatory. Every season, in the main lobby,
the Conservatory & Botanical Garden is entirely re-designed according
to the time of year. It’s definitely worth checking out.
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Bellagio Conservatory - Chinese New Year

The “O” show by Cirque du Soleil also takes place inside the Bellagio
and let me tell you that I understand the hype. This is one of the best
shows I’ve seen. Cirque du Soleil has several different shows located in
different Vegas hotels - each show needs its unique and exclusive venue
- so make sure to check out the one you think you would enjoy more.

O: theatrical romance show based on water - Bellagio
Mystère: the original Cirque du Soleil show based on acrobatics and
dance - Treasure Island

Michael Jackson ONE: immersing show retracing the biggest moments
of the King of Pop - Mandalay Bay

The Beatles LOVE: Aerial acrobatics, trampoline, and more, on the
famous sounds of the band - The Mirage
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KÀ: a show based on an empire that defies gravity and will take your
breath away - MGM Grand

Mad Apple: a high-intensity show that celebrates the city that never
sleeps - New York, New York

Pro tip: Don’t overpay for front row tickets, because you can see much
better from the red nose for a much cheaper price.

I can’t write a travel guide to the Bellagio without mentioning the
FAMOUS Bellagio fountains. The ones you see in the movies, music
videos, and that you can see from most of the Strip-view hotel rooms.
You can also watch the shows from restaurants inside the Bellagio.
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The Bellagio fountains are an iconic
water show that operates regularly
every day of the week, 365 days out of
the year - they will however shut down
the show on very windy days -. The show
itself is free and can be seen from the
Strip by everybody that walks by. Trust
me, you won’t miss it if you walk by it.
Most shows have different themes and
music, and the fountain can soar water
up to 460 feet in the air.

Fountains display times: every 30 minutes from 3:00 PM to 7:00 PM, and
every 15 minutes from 7:00 PM to midnight Monday through Friday. The
show starts at noon on Saturdays, Sundays, and Holidays.

Paris Hotel & Casino

Now that your tour of the Bellagio is over, it’s time to start heading back
to Luxor, where you started this tour. Cross the street and head to the
Paris Hotel & Casino. As a French girl living in Vegas, I really appreciate
seeing a bit of my home here, even though I am not from Paris. Above
the casino entrance, several French cities are engraved in the building
and if you look closely, you will see Nantes, where I’m from.

For reference, the Las Vegas Eiffel Tower is NOT the same size as the
actual Eiffel Tower, it’s actually about half-sized.
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The restaurant Mon Ami Gabi offers a view of the Bellagio fountain and
the Strip, but just like the real Eiffel Tower, you can go to the second
floor and eat in a restaurant, called Eiffel Tower in Paris Las Vegas.

The inside of the Paris Hotel & Casino is really French-like, and just like
the New York - New York, there is a replica of Parisian streets with
restaurants and boutiques, that will transport you straight to the

City of

Love.
Planet Hollywood

Next, head to Planet Hollywood, famous for its shopping experience at
the Miracle Mile Shop. You will be able to shop in stores such as
Sephora, Urban Outfitters, Lululemon, Morphe, H&M, Foot Locker, and
more.
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There is also a restaurant/bar called FLIGHTS where everything is served
as flights - beer, wine, appetizers, brunch, etc -

Between Planet Hollywood and MGM, you’ll find a bunch of shops and
fast food such as Chick-Fil-A, Bubba Gump, Coca Cola Store, M&M's
store, Target, Olive Garden, Ross, Marshall’s, American Eagles, etc. I
suggest you take your time walking on that side of the strip because it’s
worth seeing.

MGM Grand

MGM Grand lives up to its name: its GRAND - which means “big” in
French -. This is where the Cirque du Soleil

KÀ show takes place. It’s

basically a hotel and casino like the others, with restaurants and shops
inside.

The Hunger Games exhibit is located inside the MGM Grand and
features lots of facts about the movies, displays most of the costumes
worn by the actors on set - which are very impressive and beautiful -,
and offers an immersive Archery training which is super fun.

Now you can head back to Luxor and congratulations! You have
completed your first day on the Strip and you better rest easy because
your feet must be hurting by now.

Let’s get into day 2!
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Day 2: From Fashion Show Mall to Caesar’s Palace
Fashion Show Mall

I do recommend parking at Fashion Show Mall because it’s free. This is
also the place you’ll end your tour and can go shopping. I love this Mall
because they have really cool stores such as Forever 21, Lush, Free
People, Urban Outfitters, Cotton On, Zara,…

Treasure Island

Treasure Island is a fun-themed Hotel & Casino, especially for the
visuals. There is a big boat outside and it hosts Cirque du Soleil's

Mystère show. There are a lot of seafood restaurants!
Mirage

The Mirage is a Polynesian-themed casino. The inside has a tropical
jungle vibe, while the outside showcases a big Volcano, where every
hour from 7:00 PM to 11:00 PM, an eruption show starts with music and
fire.

This is also where Cirque du Soleil's

Beatles show takes place.

Caesar’s Palace & Forum’s shops

Caesar’s Palace is probably Vegas’ most famous hotel. It is featured in
so many movies and TV shows such as The Hangover, Friends, Iron Man,
Godzilla, and many more.
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The rooms are pretty nice and all have an amazing view of the Strip, but
the best side would be the Bellagio side, to have a view of the Fountain
Show and the Eiffel Tower.

Gordon Ramsay Hell's Kitchen is located right outside Caesar’s Palace
and is known to be one of the best restaurants on the Strip.

The Forum’s shops host some of the fanciest stores in the city: Tiffany &
Co, Fendi, Gucci, Dior, Versace, Chanel, Cartier, but also more
affordable ones such as H&M, Urban Outfitters, Sephora, Abercrombie
& Fitch, PINK,… It also has art galleries, a Cheesecake Factory, and
souvenir shops.

It is a really nice place to simply wander around because of its Italian
streets at sunset replica, which will make you feel like you’re living your
best life in Italy and have a drink outside.

On the outside of the forums shops, on the way to Caesar’s lobby, you
will be able to find the replica of the Rome Trevi Fountains and the
Colosseum.
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Flamingo

It’s time to cross the street at the Flamingo and start heading back to
Fashion Show Mall. If you need some fresh air from all the craziness of
the Strip, head to the Flamingo’s garden and enjoy the trees and ponds.
There also are real flamingos over there, but to be honest they really
shouldn’t be there because it is not their climate.

The Linq

Let’s head to my favorite part of the Strip. The Linq! Or I should say the

Linq Promenade. It has a really homey feeling and it’s located right
between the Flamingo and The Linq casinos.

The Linq promenade is the pedestrian street that leads to the High
Roller. It is filled with cute bars and restaurants, boutiques, and stores.
Here are some of my favorites:
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Where to eat
• Yard House
• In-n-out
• Gordon Ramsay’s Fish & Chips
• Off The Strip

Where to shop
• Pier 30
• Welcome to Las Vegas Gift Shop
• I love Sugar Candy Store
• Honolulu Cookie Company
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What to do
• Watch a live show at Brooklyn Bowl
• High Roller
• Zip-lining
• Museum of selfies
• Jimmy Kimmel’s Comedy Club

Where to get drinks
• Minus5 ICEBAR
• Breeze Daiquiri Bar

Venetian

After the Linq promenade, it’s time to pass the Linq Hotel & Casino and
head to the Venetian. It’s one of the coolest-themed hotels in the city.
The outside is out of this world and literally transports you right to
Venice, Italy. You can get a gondola
ride that will take you to the Grand
Canal Shops.

The Grand Canal Shops are pretty
similar to the Caesar’s Forum shops
thanks to their immersive decor that
completely makes you feel that you’re
in the actual city of Venice, Italy. You
can shop, eat, get drinks, spend an
entire day there without seeing the
light of day and not realizing it.
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The Venetian is where the Madame Tussauds museum is located.

Palazzo

The Palazzo is a really elegant-looking hotel & casino. It’s all gold and
white painted, and overall really pleasant to walk through.

If you’re looking for a fun thing to do with your friends, KAMU Karaoke is
a cool place to start.

You can now head back to Fashion Show Mall.

I really hope you enjoyed your 2 days on the Strip, but it’s time to get
you
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On the Strip Quick Recap’

Free
• Bellagio Fountains
• Bellagio conservatory
• Linq Promenade experience
• Immersive experiences at New York - New York, Paris Hotel, Caesar’s
Palace, and Venetian

To do
• Titanic Artifact Exhibit
• Cirque du Soleil
• High Roller
• Hunger Games Exhibit
• Shop at Miracle Miles, Caesar's forum, Grand Canal, and Fashion
Show

To eat
• Bardot Brasserie
• Eataly
• Yard House
• Gordon Ramsay Fish & Chips
• In-n-out
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To conclude on The Strip, here are my 5 favorite things to do and see, in
no particular order:

1. Bellagio fountains
2. Linq promenade
3. Shopping at Caesar forums shops or Fashion Show Mall
4. Walk through my favorite themed hotels: Luxor, NYNY, Venetian,
Caesar’s Palace & Paris
5. Titanic Artifact Exhibit

BONUS: here are my 5 favorite spots for pictures, in no particular order:

Top of Aria parking

Luxor Sphinx

Pedestrian bridges
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Now, this part is so interesting because this is the “more hidden” side of
Las Vegas, and my favorite! Because Vegas is not only the Strip, and
there are tons of other things to do off the Strip, but that are still in the
city.

Fremont Street Experience

Of course, Fremont Street Experience is something to see, and definitely
one of the craziest things in Vegas, at least to me.

As opposed to almost anywhere else in this e-book, this is the place you
want to go to when it’s crowded. I’m talking late weekend nights. You
will be able to attend live concerts, street shows, do all types of crazy
activities - such as taking pictures with Chippendales, going to a
rotating bar, and even zip lining -

The famous

Heart Attack Burger restaurant is also located there, and

towards the end of the Fremont Street Experience, there are really cool
dancing bars and some of the best food in the city!

I think Fremont Street Experience is something to do on a weekend night
and a place you have to experience for yourself. Wander around, go
inside hotels and casinos to find bars and food you like, watch all the
free shows, by all means, have fun!

If I can recommend one place to go to, it would be

Legacy club, on the

60th floor of Circa. It’s a fancy bar that's pretty pricey but it has a view
of all of Vegas. It has a dress code but is easily accessible, and it’s
worth the hype - if you’re 21 and older of course -
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Las Vegas Art District

The Art District is my favorite place in the city! I love to go any time of
the day and any day of the week. This is where most locals go out, and
the vibe there is unmatched. I narrowed down my favorite things and
then you can pick what sounds better for you:

Where to eat

•

Breakfast: Bungalow Coffee Shop is an awesome place to stop by

before your art district visit. You can actually park for free pretty much
anywhere in the art district but I love to park between Bungalow and
Artifice because I’m always sure to find a spot. Bungalow has a really
cool vibe, dog friendly, work friendly, the drinks are so good, so is the
food, the staff is super nice and it’s overall my favorite coffee shop in
town. It is cash-free though so don’t forget to bring your card.

•

Brunch: 18bin will transport you to a beach town in the middle of

Vegas. I absolutely LOVE brunch on weekends: DJ, mimosas, all the
good food you can think of. I highly recommend it.

•

Drinks: The art district is known for its famous local breweries and I

definitely think it’s a must-do. Some of my favorites are Three Sheets
Craft Beer Bar, Nevada Brew Works, Servehzah Bottle Shop and Tap
Room, and Able Baker Brewing but honestly don’t hesitate to walk
around and do a brewery-hopping afternoon.

•

Dinner: Esther’s Kitchen is my #1 favorite restaurant in Las Vegas - I’m

actually going to eat there tonight, on the day I’m writing this part of the
e-book - The prices are affordable, the staff is super nice, the vibe is so
fun, but the food…the food is delicious!
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Here's what I recommend eating at Esther's Kitchen - but keep in mind
that everything is good there -: a glass of wine, their famous sourdough
bread with choices for appetizer, and Spaghettoni for dinner, or Caccio
e Peppe for lunch. You will need a reservation because it's so good and
affordable that it's almost always full. I recommend booking a couple of
days in advance.

•

Party: the Art District is also famous for its many bars. You can

definitely visit the breweries at night but the bars I love are Velveteen
Rabbit, ReBar, and Berlin Bar.

When to go

I don’t recommend going to the Art District during the week. It’s pretty
empty and everything closes relatively early. Weekends are really nice,
including Sundays. On the first Friday of each month, there is a big
event called

First Friday over there, and it’s 100% the best time to go.

You’ll be able to enjoy live music, art galleries opened late, delicious
food trucks, and the most fun ever!

What to do and where to shop

The Art District is also known for - I know, it’s a lot of “known for” but it’s
a really famous neighborhood with a lot to do - its art galleries and
vintage stores - thrifts stores, vintage & antiques - I recommend Buffalo
Exchange for stylish and quality secondhand clothes and accessories.

Fun fact: If you have seen The Hangover III, this is where they park their
car and Alan meet the girl of his dreams. This specific antique store is
called Main Street Peddlers Antique Mall.
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There also are boutiques that are very nice, my favorites are For The
Love LV and The Good Wolf.

Every 2nd and 4th Saturday, there is a Farmer’s market called Fresh52
from 10 am to 3 pm in front of The Arts Factory.

You probably guessed that the Art District is my favorite thing to do off
the Strip!

Las Vegas North Premium Outlets or South Premium Outlets

I have actually never been to the South Premium Outlets because I live
more on the Northern side of Las Vegas, but if you want to go shopping,
I recommend one of the outlets. They are WAY cheaper than any kind of
shopping you can do on the Strip.

In the shopping center, you can find stores such as American Eagle,
Calvin Klein, Adidas, Nike, Michael Kors, Pacsun and so much more.

Summerlin

Located on the complete Westside of Vegas, Summerlin is more of an
upper-class neighborhood with lots of things to do.

Red Rock Casino & Resort Spa is located right at the entrance of
Downtown Summerlin. There are tons of places to eat and drink there,
and I really like the Yard house!
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Downtown Summerlin is the place to go! There, you can do a lot of
shopping - H&M, Sephora, Crate & Barrel, Apple Store, VS & Pink, and
much more - and eat. I love Maggiano’s Little Italy, Shake Shack, Public
School 702, and Grape Street Wine Bar - this place is actually where we
went after we got married -

Every Saturday morning, Downtown Summerlin hosts a Farmer’s market
with lots of different vendors. You can find food, accessories, home
decor, hygiene products, etc.

Pro tip: start it in front of Crate & Barrel.

Tivoli Village is a cute little village in the heart of Summerlin with cute
boutiques, restaurants, and coffees. I love Leone Cafe there. Tivoli
Village usually hosts a Farmer’s market every 2nd and 4th Sunday of the
month. This place looks like a southern French or Italian neighborhood,
with paved streets and European-looking buildings.

This is it for the “Off the Strip” section of this e-book, and I really hope
you will put it to good use. Vegas is much more than just the Strip and
hopefully, with this travel guide, I will have convinced you to explore
more of the city!
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RED ROCK CANYON

Red Rock Canyon is a National Conservation Area based in Las Vegas. It
is my favorite place around the city, because of its proximity. It is
located on the West side of the city, less than a 10-minute drive away
from Summerlin - mentioned earlier in this guide - and about 25 minutes
away from the Strip.

Being this close to the city, we would tend to think that it is polluted by
lights, noises, and even trash, but we would be wrong. Red Rock Canyon
will amaze you in every way: its quiet, its peace, the fact that there’s no
house in sight, and no disturbing light. I usually go before sunrise, and it
is absolutely dark. I highly recommend going at sunrise for a better
experience, so that you can see the sun rising East on the mountains because Red Rock is located on the west side -, you won’t be with other
hikers - there is nothing wrong with hikers, but being alone on a hike is
something you can’t top -, to the point where you will even hear bird’s
wings dancing with the wind.
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Red Rock Canyon has only one entrance gate, located right before the
visitor center, and then the road will take you on a one-way 13-mile
scenic loop drive.

In the park, you can drive, hike, walk, rock-climb, visit the visitor center,
camp, discover wildlife and geology.

There are over 30 hikes and trails, that go from beginners to advanced.
My favorite hike is

Calico Tanks Trail - pictured below -, which isn’t a

loop but an easy to moderate hike located between two big rocks. I love
hiking, but I am not an experienced hiker, and I have done this hike 5
times easily. It does take a little bit of rock climbing, but nothing too
crazy. And you will be rewarded with an amazing panoramic view of Las
Vegas at the top At the top of the hike.

But if hiking isn’t your thing, Red Rock is still worth visiting. You can still
go to the visitor center, drive down the Scenic loop drive, make stops
along the way and enjoy the views while walking around.
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Practical information about Red Rock Canyon

Opening hours:

• The

Visitor Center is open from 9:00 AM to 4:30 PM

Scenic Loop Drive and the rest of the park
Nov‑Feb 6:00 AM to 5:00 PM

•

March 6:00 AM to 7:00 PM

‑

Apr Sep 6:00 AM to 8:00 PM
Oct 6:00 AM to 7:00 PM

Fees:

Daily per vehicle

$15

Daily per motorcycle

$10

Daily per bicycle or pedestrian
Red Rock Annual Pass

$5

$30

America the Beautiful Annual Pass

$80

Free for active-duty military
Free for permanently disabled visitors

NOTE: If you visit Red Rock Canyon between October 1 and May 31, you
need to make an online reservation before on recreation.gov. The
reservation fee is

$2, on top of the entrance fee if you don’t have a

pass. You will have to create an account but I highly recommend
creating your account now because it will be useful for many National,
State, and Recreational Parks.
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I also recommend making the reservation in advance, especially if you
plan to visit on a weekend. Saturdays can be extremely busy at peak
season and you might have to wait several hours to get inside the park if
you just show up without a reservation. You will have to turn around and
drive all the way back to the Summerlin to get service and book online.

Note that there is NO service in the park and if you need internet you will
need to purchase wifi.
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VALLEY OF FIRE

I bet I already know what you’re thinking: “oh no, is that another travel
blogger who’s gonna tell me to go drive down that one road that I’ve
seen over and over again on Instagram?” Yes. But hear me out. It’s worth
the drive, I swear! That “one road” is actually called Mouse’s Tank and
will be on your way to my favorite trail of the park: the Fire Wave, which
we will get to soon enough.

First things first though, although Valley of Fire is very famous, it is NOT a
national park, but a state park - sorry, your America the Beautiful pass
won’t work there - The park’s entrance is located about 50 minutes away
from the Vegas Strip, but you will have to drive further to the visitor
center and all the hikes and trails because they are more than an hour
away.
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Valley of Fire looks like another planet, the ones we’ve seen in movies because let’s face it, I’ve never been on another planet, and unless you
are an astronaut or Elon Musk, you probably haven’t either - but the
wildlife the park has to offer is out of this world. You will be able to see
wild animals everywhere you go, and if you don’t, you’re really out of
luck.

Rocks are in every possible shape: wavy, elephant-shaped, sharp,
smooth, round, and all the colors that will warm your heart - red, orange,
yellow, brown, pink, purple, even a bit of blue! - One second, you can
walk on red sand, the next, you’re on rocks, it’s pretty insane!

I recommend going to Valley of Fire for a morning or an afternoon on
your way to Zion National Park, in Utah, which I will talk about in the last
section of this e-book. And if you’re on your way to Zion National Park
from Las Vegas, enter Valley of Fire State Park from the West entrance
and leave it from East Entrance!

What to do at Valley of Fire State Park: hike, camp, drive, visit the visitor
center, rock-climb, and picnic.

Some things to see

Mouse’s tank road / White domes road: 5.5 miles scenic drive
• Seven Sisters
• Fire Wave: 1.5 miles
• Rainbow Vista: 1.1 miles
• Fire Canyon Arch
• Petroglyph Canyon: 0.8 miles
•
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Fees

• Per vehicle

$15 - $10 for NV residents -

$9
• To camp $25 - $20 for NV residents • Bicycle $2
• Military

Valley of Fire is a State Park, not a National Park, so if you are an
America the Beautiful Annual Pass holder, it won’t work there.

Best time to visit: Spring and fall, because it gets burning hot in summer,
and very windy in winter, but the park is open every day of the year.

Note that there is NO service in the park and if you need internet you will
need to purchase wifi.
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MOUNT CHARLESTON

Las Vegas may be known for its 310 sunny days a year and extremely hot
temperatures, but even Mount Charleston is only a 50-minute drive away
from the Strip, it has its own climate. If you need a breath of fresh air,
that is the place to go.

Mount Charleston, just like Red Rock Canyon, is part of the Spring
Mountains range. Its elevation is way higher, though. Completely
isolated from the desert, yet so close to it, its wilderness will remind you
of some other U.S States such as Northern California or even Oregon. It
is known for its cliffs, narrow canyons, hillsides, and high summits. The
vegetation is extremely green, which is completely opposite to Las
Vegas and its surroundings.
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What to do: drive, hike, camp, glamp, horseback ride, ski, visit the visitor
center, disc golf.

Mount Charleston and Lee Canyon - which has a ski resort - are the
places to ski and do all the fun winter things during the winter, and hike
in green lands in summer.

There was a very cute lodge where you could eat with a view of the
mountains, but unfortunately, it burned down last summer. Their cabins
are back open though, and the staff works their hardest to keep
providing breakfast and food while the restaurant is being rebuilt. I
highly recommend spending a night there.
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SEVEN MAGIC MOUNTAINS

Seven Magic Mountains is a somewhat random art installation by Ugo
Rondinone. It is mostly famous thanks to epic Instagram photos
showcasing these 7 towers made from colorfully painted rocks and
located…in the middle of the Nevada desert.

7MM is located less than 30 minutes away from the Strip. Originally, the
installation was supposed to be a temporary exhibit. It opened in 2016
and was supposed to be taken down after a couple of years, but to this
day, in April of 2022, the 7 towers are still standing, because of how
popular the site has become.

The 7 Magic Mountains are always very crowded, which is why I
recommend going at sunrise. But if you’re not a morning person,
especially on vacation, the best time to visit is right before sunset.
There is no fee to visit, and there is free parking available.
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DRY LAKE BED

These pictures were taken at Boulder City Dry Lake Bed, but it has lots of
solar panels in the background. I have heard that Jean Dry Lake is
better, which is on the way to the 7 Magic Mountains.

These dry lakes are amazing for those breathtaking desert pictures, and
many professional photoshoots, as well as music videos, are constantly
being shot there.

There isn’t much to do there except take pictures, videos, and enjoy the
view, which I believe to be a pretty cool activity.
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LAKE MEAD

Lake Mead is an artificial lake that is both in the states of Nevada and
Arizona. It is also the closest thing to a beach you can find around Las
Vegas. It has been built around the Colorado River, and the Hoover dam
- which you can also visit- is the water provider for Nevada, Arizona, and
California.

To do: hike, go to the beach, swim, rent a boat or jet skis, fish, cycle, visit
the Hoover Dam, or even go camping.

Best time to visit: Spring and Fall. Like the rest of Southern Nevada,
summer is crazy hot, and winter is pretty chilly and windy.
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Fees per vehicle

$45
• Daily pass $25
• Annual pass

• America The Beautiful Annual Pass

$80

• Free for military
• Camping from

$10 to $80 per night

The daily passes are valid for 7 consecutive days.

The Hoover dam is located at the state line between Nevada and
Arizona, which happens to also be the line between PST and MST.
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ZION NATIONAL PARK

Zion National Park, located in Southern Utah, is within driving distance
from Vegas - a little less than 3 hours - and it is one of the most popular
U.S National Park. If it is not on your list... it should be as of right now.

The drive is really easy and goes through Arizona, with breathtaking
mountain views. I have only visited Zion during the winter and I 100%
would recommend - or early spring / late fall - as you won’t need to
take a shuttle, or make a reservation, and it’s almost empty! In the
summer, it can be crowded from 5 am on, and you will end up waiting
for a while for a shuttle. The weather is also really hot for hiking.

Some of the most popular hikes

•

Angel’s Landing is the most famous hike in Zion. It’s a 5.4 miles hike

roundtrip and the elevation gain is up to 1,500 feet. It is considered to
be a hard hike and as of March 31st, 2022, it requires a permit.
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Do not attempt to hike Angels landing if you do not feel capable of
handling steep cliffs, are scared of heights, and are scared of handling
ropes on the way up.

The Narrows is the opposite of Angel’s Landing in terms of elevation. It

•

is a 2.2 miles hike in a canyon. Bring water-safe shoes, and do not
attempt to go if rain is in the forecast.

•

Overlook Trail is 3.7 miles and is easier than Angel’s Landing, while

still offering an amazing view of Zion from the top.

Again, if hiking isn’t your cup of tea, it is still worth visiting. The scenic
road itself is worth the drive all the way from Vegas. The visitor center
and gift shops are very nice - there is one at the entrance and also on
the scenic drive -. I recommend bringing your food and eating at the
picnic tables, just for the sake of the view!
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DEATH VALLEY

Las Vegas is very close to the California state line, and Death Valley is
only a 2.5-hour drive away from the city. The hottest place on earth and
the driest place in North America, this National Park is 110% worth the
hype.

Best time to visit: winter is probably the best. Not only is it less crowded,
but it’s mostly breathable, because of how dry and hot this place can
get - up to 134 °F / 57 °C -, it will simply be less enjoyable and you
won’t be able to do as much. Even when I visited in February, it was
really hot.

Some cool places to see in Death Valley

Artist’s Palette Drive and Artist's Palette
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Zabriskie Point

Dante's View
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Other famous spots in Death Valley - not pictured -

• Mesquite Flat Sand Dunes
• Twenty Mule Canyon
• Badwater Basin

There are hotels and campings inside the park, which can be really cool
if you want to stay a few days. The visitor center is down in the valley
and is really nice, plus it will give you a view of the valley that is hard to
beat!
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Before finishing this guide, I think it is worth mentioning that some other
very famous places are a little bit further away from Las Vegas, so it
might be best to stay overnight to enjoy more and have time to do
things. I haven’t visited all of these places yet but I hopefully will soon,
and have no doubt that they are absolute must-dos.

•

Joshua Tree National Park, California: 3 hours

•

Grand Canyon, Arizona: 4.5 hours. But there are many day trips and

helicopter tours available from Las Vegas.

•

Sedona, Arizona: 4.5 hours

•

Bryce Canyon, Utah: 4.5 hours

•

Los Angeles, California: between 4 and 5 hours depending on traffic.
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This is it. You have reached the end of the

Ultimate Southern Nevada

Travel Guide. Thank you so much for taking the time to read it. I really
hope it was informative. If you liked it, don’t hesitate to give me a follow
on Instagram at @romanedrake and let me know what you thought of it. I
will gladly receive any constructive feedback, given that this e-book is
my first one, and was delivered to you for free.

Let’s connect and be friends! :)

@ ROMANEDRAKE

